
Evacuation Action Plan to Protect Lives (　　　　　 　)“My Timeline”
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Alert
Level

Information from
 the government

Obtain disaster
 prevention information Family evacuation actions

Formation of a typhoon
●Weekly weather forecast
●Weather forecast
●Typhoon information
●Early Precaution information

●Heavy rain advisory
●Flood advisory

●Heavy rain warning
●Flood warning

●Landslide warning info

●Water reaches the
      flood caution level

●Water reaches the
 evacuation decision level

●Water reaches the
 flood danger level

●Prepare evacuation. 
  Start of evacuation for the 
  elderly, etc.  (Landslide)   

●Prepare evacuation. 
  Start of evacuation for the
  elderly, etc.  (Flood)

●Evacuation advisory
 (Flood & Landslide)

●Evacuation instruction
 (emergency)

●Information of 
　　　disaster occurrence

Flood from Tenjin River
●Take the best action 
    to protect lives

Heavy rain and strong wind
 as the typhoon approaches

Start preparing for evacuation

Evacuation completed

Start evacuation
 to a safe place

※Start of evacuation for those who take 
     longer to evacuate

River water 
about to
overflow

□ Check routes on the map
⑪Evacuation route

①Obtain information 
    about typhoon, etc. 
□ TV & radio
□ Data broadcast on TV
□ Internet

②Obtain information
    about rain

□ TV & radio
□ Data broadcast on TV
□ Internet

□ Data broadcast on TV
□ Internet

□ Smart phone apps

□ Smart phone apps

④Obtain information
    about river

   days
before

   hours
before

   hours
before

   hour
before

   days
before

   day
before

a day 
before

Half 

*The tim
eline is given as a rough guide.  

Events m
ay happen earlier 

depending on how
 it rains. 

River water rapidly increases
 with heavy rain.

Abnormal turbidity 
and driftwood in river 
water

○Double check the hazard map 
for evaluation sites, routes, etc. 

○Check the rainfall in your area

○Check the risk level of landslide 

○Charge cell phone 
○Prepare emergency supplies
○Check on your neighbors

○Check river water level

○Change into clothes suitable for 
evacuation

○Check disaster prevention emails, etc. 
 for road closure information

○Check the risk level of flood 

○Check the predicted course of the typhoon, 
etc.

○Check around the house and secure objects
 to prevent them from being blown 

○Check what to bring when evacuating

□Evacuate 
        (horizontal evacuation)
⑨ Evacuation site

⑧Evacuation actions in case of
    landslid

（　　　　　　　　　）

□ Stay in a safe indoor location 
(vertical evacuation)

□Evacuate 
        (horizontal evacuation)
⑨ Evacuation site

⑩Evacuation actions in case of
   flood

（　　　　　　　　　）

□ Stay in a safe indoor location 
(vertical evacuation)

※Go to a safe place nearby if evacuation to 
   the designated site seems more dangerous

Precursors of landslide such 
as cracks on slopes occur
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□ Government 
    emergency radio

□ Disaster prevention
    emails

⑥Obtain information
    about rain

□ TV & radio
□ Data broadcast on TV
□ Internet

□ Smart phone apps

□ Government 
    emergency radio

□ Disaster prevention
    emails

□ Disaster prevention
    emails

□ Internet

□ Smart phone apps

③Obtain information 
    about evacuation
□ Government 
    emergency radio

□ Disaster prevention
    emails

□ Internet

□ Smart phone apps

⑦Obtain information 
    about evacuation
□ Government 
    emergency radio

□ Disaster prevention
    emails

□ Internet

□ Smart phone apps

⑤Obtain information 
    about evacuation
□ Government 
    emergency radio

□ Disaster prevention
    emails

Tim
e required to prepare for evacuation (     ) m

in
⑫

Tim
e required for 

⑬
 

evacuation (     ) m
in


